BUSINESS UPDATE

Meet the challenges of weather, high-traffic jobsites
Safway® Group

I

s weather interrupting productivity? Do you
need access to an immense, elevated space
without interrupting work and traffic below?
As HAKI®’s main contracting partner and
distributor across North America, Safway®
Group is providing answers and solutions to
these kinds of project challenges.
“With HAKITEC® 750, an easy-toinstall protection system with modular components, we are able to create an effective barrier from the weather,” said Safway
Division Manager Jerry Dolly. “By using
HAKISPAN 750, we can access an immense
space with a mobile or stationary platform so
a facility can remain open and in use while
work is being done above.”
New construction, repair and maintenance projects are often subject to harsh conditions that can lengthen project timelines
and negatively affect profitability. Designed
to cover large, wide, uninterrupted areas or
facilities and fit almost any shape and size,
HAKITEC 750 offers protection for assets,
equipment and labor.

for HAKISPAN and HAKITEC 750 in the
North American market in 2013,” said HAKI
Vice President of Marketing and Business
Development Chris Stokes.
Safway Group is able to offer the full
range of HAKI products to its customers
across North America and serves the pet-

rochemical, oil and gas, power, refining,
marine, manufacturing, transportation and
commercial construction industries. Safway
Group companies include CL Coatings,
Industrial Coatings and Fireproofing, Redi
Solutions, Safway Atlantic, Safway Services,
Safway Services Canada, S&E Bridge &

Scaffold, and Swing Staging.
“HAKI and Safway’s values are closely
aligned,” concluded Dolly. “We’re excited
that together we will be able to provide safer,
more productive and more efficient sites.”
For more information, visit www.saf
way.com/HAKI or call (800) 558-4772.

•

“With HAKI products,
we’re able to offer an
even broader range of
products and services.”
— Jerry Dolly, Safway
“It was the HAKITEC 750 weather protection system that initially caught our attention,”
Dolly explained. “Often, industrial jobsites
need protection from the elements. HAKITEC
750 provides our customers with comfortable,
safe site protection year-round.”
In addition, Safway has been using the
aforementioned HAKISPAN 750 to provide
access with either mobile or stationary platforms across immense spaces. “HAKISPAN
is the perfect access solution in these kinds
of situations and helps to enhance safety as
well,” added Dolly. “Multiple trades can
efficiently work side by side on a large
platform on one level while work or traffic
continues below.”
Offering experience and expertise in
access, scaffolding, insulation, fireproofing,
surface preparation and coatings, Safway provides high-performance multiservice solutions
through more than 90 locations across North
America and a growing system of distributors
worldwide. “With HAKI products, we’re able
to offer an even broader range of products and
services, far exceeding the range offered by
our competition,” noted Dolly. “As a result,
we’ll be able to fulfill more customer requests
for an even higher level of satisfaction.”
“Through an agreement, Safway
became an exclusive contracting partner
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